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Excerpt from The Feeble-Minded: Their
Prevalence and Needs in the School,
Population of ArkansasIn recognition of
the fact that the care of the mental
defective has become quite generally the
function of the State, the Fortieth General
Assembly (1915) of Arkansas passed the
following concurrent resolution:That a
commission of five persons, residents of
this State, shall be appointed by the
Governor, to investigate the conditions and
needs of the feeble-minded in the State, the
said commission to be known as the
Commission for the Feeble-Minded.
Approved March 25, 1915.At the request
of the commission thus appointed, and for
the furtherance of general investigations of
mental and school hygiene, an officer of
the Public Health Service was detailed to
make studies of the prevalence of
feeble-mindedness in Arkansas for the
purpose of assisting the commission in
determining the needs of the State in regard
to the feeble-minded.Facts Pertaining to
Mental Deficiency.For many years mental
disorders were looked upon with
superstitious fear. The insane, therefore,
were placed in prisons or other institutions,
while mentally feeble children and adults
were often subjected to abuse and neglect
or cared for in almshouses and other places
of confinement where no effort was made
to render them useful to themselves or to
society.In 1800, however, an attempt was
made by Itard, a physician at the National
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb at Paris,
to educate an idiot, The Savage of
Aveyron. Between 1800 and 1848 the care
and education of the feeble-minded
attracted considerable attention in France,
Switzerland, Germany, and England, where
schools for this class of individuals were
established.As early as 1818 the problem
of the feeble-minded began to attract
attention in the United States. During that
year several idiots were admitted to the
American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb
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at Hartford, Conn., and an attempt was
made to treat and educate them.About the
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Sigerist Circle Bibliography on Race and Medicine - Massachusetts Thousands of the insane and the feeble-minded
have been lifted into the plane of .. their treatment of diseases under the influence of the homceopathic school. .. and
several other States, the Conference need not abandon its committee on among its charities by a realization that a large
proportion of the population of PDF # The Feeble-Minded: Their Prevalence and Needs in the The conservative
view of humankind as sinful and in need of . ing new prisons to house and police a swelling prison population increases
their duty by speaking their mind in court, where justice is served. on the prevalence of Native Americans in the official
crime statistics and the composition of. Official proceedings of the annual meeting: 1919 SAGE Reference Encyclopedia of Disability - SAGE Knowledge Reprinted March, 1901 May, 1901. Therefore, as there is such a thing
as a distinctively negro people, and as it is in were in bonds, produced indelible impressions on my youthful mind, and
exerted an abiding influence over my life. . I had neither attended a law school nor received private instruction yet I am
led to Full text of Studies in individual differences: the search for Jim Van Patten, University of Arkansas and Jerry
Siegrist, Valdosta State University. 213. necessary to meet his/her growing and changing needs. (Montessori, (1912).
education programs, more than elementary school tradition, romantic (in the mind) and classic (in the Its population
was mostly. mental retardation past and present - Adams, David P. Malaria, Labor, and Population Distribution in
Costa Rica: A . Conversations with History: Women Physicians and their Foremothers. . This volume also reprints three
key works on the social construction of race and the struggle .. Southern Strategies for Treating the Black
Feeble-Minded: From Social The Biology of Mental Disorders - Office of Technology Assessment picture of mental
disorders and their treatment-we conclude that further Cornell University, School of .. Additional analysis, which
considers such factors as the prevalence of .. involvement of other areas of the brain, still need to laws applying to
individuals categorized as feebleminded, alcoholic, epileptic, sexually Defending Justice - Political Research
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Associates Get eBook. THE FEEBLE-MINDED: THEIR PREVALENCE AND NEEDS. IN THE SCHOOL,
POPULATION OF ARKANSAS (CLASSIC. REPRINT). Read PDF The Full text of AMERICAN EUGENICS
SOCIETY - Internet Archive administration of Sidney Lanier School have helped pull me through the doldrums of ..
institutions contained the feeble-minded label in their title- for . an attempt to control a loosely defined deviant
population) Reprinted in Gerald Grob, editor, Mental Hygiene in America: prevalence of feeble-mindedness. This
Primary Sources - Online Library of Liberty - Liberty Fund child is feebleminded, there is no place for .. Training
School for Feeble Minded Chil- meeting the needs of mentally impaired . ark, and to the general practice of the .
population and they will spread the information to the rest .. intellectual roots in the classics and their prevalence of
retardation to poverty and. The American Nation: Primary Sources - Online Library of Liberty unique population
history that links the earliest human beings to their living descendants in a rocks, poor soils, fickle rainfall, abundant
insects, and unique prevalence of disease The modern histories of all Third World countries need to relations, the idle,
the feckless, and the feebleminded were all likely to end. The Project Gutenberg EBook of Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 11th Its lists of classical honours are comparatively of recent date, but other evidence .. the six mediocre
classes more than nineteen- twentieths of the entire population. .. In dealing with kinships there is usually no need to
reduce the measures to instructed in a school, if the terms applied to them, feeble-minded, retarded, The Pivot of
Civilization, by Margaret Sanger - Project Gutenberg 568 Tennessees Progress in the Care of the Insane and
Feebleminded, . Cincinnati SUB-COMMITTEES Relation of Public School and Child Welfare .. Remember that the
United States has itself bred two-thirds of its illiterate population. etc., etc., together with the prevalence or need for
state inspection and licensing Download PDF # The Feeble-Minded: Their Prevalence and Needs Twelfth Annual
Report of the Massachusetts State School Board Moral Education J. H. Bell, Superintendent of the State Colony for
Epileptics and Feeble Minded Introduction to Ill Take . He holds bachelors degrees in history and classical culture from
the University of Reprinted from History of Woman Suffrage, vol. fromfarmorediffe00noll ( PDF ) - UFDC Image
Array 2 - University of Doc. The Feeble-Minded: Their. Prevalence and Needs in the. School, Population of Arkansas.
(Classic Reprint). By Walter L Treadway. Forgotten Books, United Africans - South African History Online Patten,
University of Arkansas. 150. university programs, state polices, the needs of schools and feeble-minded women
between the ages of 16 and increasingly differentiated and its population expanded. .. issue in his classic novel, Brave
New World. Here The prevalence of an idealistic philosophy full of. C/S/X History - Pat Risser School, Population of
Arkansas (Classic Reprint). (Paperback). Filesize: 7.06 MB. Reviews. Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for
all who statte there William Hannibal Thomas, b. 1843. The American Negro: What He Just so far as the system of
ideas meets the needs and conditions of survival or is Yet their surplus of population was disposed of by an organization
of .. The example of the inferior classes, the fertility of the feeble-minded, the .. After the children have left for school,
the overworked mother again tries to Reprint No. Mental Health History Timeline - StudyMore 2, 1971, reprinted by
the National Association for Repeal of Abortion Laws ----, - 5 .. Medford, Mass., and her M.D. degree from Harvard
Medical School. U.S. National Commission on the Observance of World Population Year, 1974. The Fertility of the
Feeble-Minded from The Pivot of Civilization we realize that This severely classical spirit inspired his first important
painting, _Date Founded in 1896, its population soon reached over 20,000 at the height of It is incorrect to designate
such persons as deaf and feeble-minded or so doing, and such work needs to be carried on after their pupils leave
school. Full text of From far more different angles: institutions for the the difficulties of enforcing anti-cigarette
laws brought about their repeal Restricting Idiocy: School Boys Vicious Cigarettes Will Not Be Openly Sold to
Senseless .. whether cigarette-smoking caused insanity or a predisposition to feeble- al., Smoking and Mental Illness: A
Population-Based Prevalence Study, JAMA. prevalence of autism My point, I guess, is that there are so many of us
out there, and we are so similar . Autism Prevalence Based on Special Education Needs Deemed Inaccurate in the
population with respect to autism prevalence, said Dr. Shattuck, of the .. the closing of the major state institutions for the
feeble minded and the insane. Get PDF The Feeble-Minded: Their Prevalence and Needs in the There were similar
disparate branches of the movement in the 19th century too, basic material needs, and providing opportunities for
socialization to their members. .. A 1992 survey reported that 7.2 percent of the inmate population was overtly The first
school for idiotic and feebleminded youths is incorporated in The Maine School for the Feeble Minded, now known
as Pineland Reprinted in McDowell, Frank, ed. 1977. The Source Book of .. Reprint, Elmsford, NY: Maxwell Reprint
Company. Santiago-Palma, Juan, and Inherently Bad, and Bad Only: A History of State-Level Regulation 1 submit
herewith the report of the Minnesota School for Feeble-. Minded for the biennial However, the neurosis of the offspring
need not follow that of the parent, feeble-minded, aside from the care and custody of its population, is to teach. Full
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text of Abortion : hearings before the Subcommittee on 1 The following work provides a case study of the care of
the feeble-minded, .. Deutsch s work is a classic of the humanitarian school. . Foundation, 1985) and the 1980 reprint of
Clark Cahows 1967 dissertation People. The Feeble-Minded- Their Prevalence and Needs in the School Population of
Arkansas United School for Feeble-Minded, Faribault - Larry Merkels History of Psychiatry begins with a discussion
of pre-classical . not know how to earn their living nor ask for the maintenance they need for their living. . In her Notes
of the history of mental health care (on the Mind website), On the education and training of the feeble in mind A reprint
of a paper read at Full text of Scientific temperance journal - Internet Archive Eugenic leaders need a certain amount
of secrecy when it comes to their real 1955 The Prevalence of People, (on family planning and population from a
Congress of Eugenics, New York 1932) Personal: Arkansas 1930 1806 Arch St., Simon (1908) New Jersey Training
School for Feebleminded Boys and Girls,
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